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We begin in the belly 
Of Rockhampton’s dying knell. 

Perhaps she suffers 
Perhaps she does not. 

Is she sick? 
Is she wounded? 

Is it merely cosmetic? 
The cause of her emptiness 

For you to decide. 
(Rockpocalypse playtext, MELALEUCA, Act 1, Scene 1) 

 

This story begins in an unspecified but presumably not-so-distant possible future. Your hometown has 

suffered a mysterious mass exodus, with the population plummeting to just a few individuals in an 

inexplicably short period. Thankfully, in the present day, a small tear in the space-time continuum has been 

discovered, revealing glimpses of this possible future and providing a connection between the present and 

those who remain. Now, given the circumstances, these future individuals are wary of external forces and 

refuse to talk to scientists or government agents. It is for this reason that we’ve tracked down you – their 

present-day counterparts – to form a top-secret, fact-finding taskforce. Speaking to your future selves 

through the porous membrane of time, you will gather crucial information to complete your mission. 

Determine what happened here. Prevent it, if you can.  

 

This is an abridged premise to the roleplaying game, Rockpocalypse. One of two creative outputs of my 

recent Masters of Applied Theatre Studies, it was designed to serve as both performance experience and 

data collection tool. Set in the Central Queensland city of Rockhampton, the game is fuelled by players’ own 

connections to place, prompting them to consider the trajectory of the city’s future through the forced 

perspective of dystopia. The resultant narrative data produced by players was then subjected to 

dramaturgical analysis, leading to the creation of a full-length, place-based theatre text. Today, I will be 

discussing the integrative games/theatre praxis developed over the course of my research, presenting this 

gift-driven model as one possible response to the challenges faced by applied theatre practitioners working 

in community contexts where the term ‘theatre’ holds barrier connotations. Before delving into the efficacy 

of this approach, I would like to contextualise the research, speaking to my own attitudes to place and how 

the challenges associated with regional practice have shaped the direction of my work.      

 

To me, places are texts – rich in stories, imagery, history and character. Having experienced a transient 

childhood in a policing family, my own identity remains interwoven with connections to the far north, 

though my familial ties are now firmly rooted in the ‘big smoke’ of Brisbane.  From my childhood 

recollections, Townsville’s wide, shallow divots become crinkled knuckles on well-worked hands; Cairns’ 

cloying sweetness, a sweat-mingled perfume, tangling its way through a muggy hug. Where the 

geographical and material reality of these locations may invite impartial criticism – for example: Townsville’s 

rain-shadow or Cairns’ oppressive humidity – my own human investment in these places does not produce a 

logical report, but rather a creative narrative. As places within my past, they have been liberated from the 



critical lens of concurrent lived experience, instead occupying the magical space of memory, and through 

the forgiving distance of time and geography, fond readings have been imprinted, resisting accepted facts in 

favour of constructed knowledge.  

 

In reading place concurrent to the lived experience, however, the critical lens of the everyday is necessary. 

This lens enables us to analyse places as functional texts, identifying gaps and silences and searching for self-

representation. We read our lived places through the magnifying glass of the present, with a singularity of 

focus that both enhances and warps. Simultaneously audience and authors, our readings occur in the 

writing, as our lived places become exploratory first drafts to removed, future renderings.  

 

This has certainly been my experience so far in reading Rockhampton as text, which to me remains hazy and 

speckled with imperfections. Moving to the region as an early career teacher in 2012, I quickly found myself 

at odds with the cultural zeitgeist. A musical town – Rockhampton can hardly be described as a theatre 

desert. However; as a tone-deaf Contemporary Theatre geek with two left feet, I struggled to appreciate the 

large-scale, pro-am productions of Les Mis, Wicked and Evita, which could not sate my appetite for intimate 

storytelling and experimental form. Despite a breadth of stylistic variance being ably taught in schools by my 

wonderful, regional colleagues, the city exists in a state of musical monoculture, with the regional 

understanding of what theatre is, does, and is capable of trending heavily towards spectacle, polish and 

escapism. A lack of theatrical diversity on Rockhampton’s stages reinforces these local understandings, 

further entrenching the public belief that to be ‘into’ theatre, one must be a devotee of Andrew Lloyd-

Webber, with an acute appreciation for a belted reprise and a smooth soft-shoe shuffle. In effect, this has 

produced two camps in Rockhampton – those who participate in Musical Theatre (be that as practitioners or 

consumers) and those who do not engage with theatre at all. As a drama teacher disconnected from my 

own artform on a local level, I felt disempowered and misrepresented. It was at this juncture that I decided 

to embark on further studies, in the hopes that engaging with the theatrical discourse within the academy 

might reinvigorate my passion for Drama.  

 

From its earliest days, the Rockpocalypse practice-led research project has sought to explore questions of 

place through applied theatre practice. This term has garnered some criticism in recent years, as the 

moniker has led some to infer a segregation of applied practice from ‘pure’ theatre, resulting in the 

misreading of applied practice as a dilution of form in the name of function. Where some constrain its 

parameters to community-based, participative practice that engenders positive transformation, I prefer 

Ackroyd’s earlier definition, which – in its breadth and simplicity – is more amenable to practice. In this, she 

proposes that applied theatre work may span a range of stylistic and formic conventions, instead sharing the 

commonalities of participation and intentionality beyond the form itself (2000, pp. 1; pp. 3). This open 

reading supported me throughout my praxis design, which evolved over its three-year gestation from a 

proposed, applied process of ‘devised Ethnodrama’ to the lusory, game-based praxis I present today. 

Ultimately, this would serve as a methodological response to the research question:      

How might applied theatre practitioners reconceptualise and (re)frame their practice to support the ethical 

and agentic engagement of communities to reimagine place?  

 

However; at the outset, without a project in mind and overwhelmed by the perceived vastness of my 

‘Rockhampton problem’, I began more simply with the following questions (which I promise were not 



retrofitted to suit the theme of this year’s Shape conference, but rather align in one of the universe’s happy 

accidents):  

How do we shape place? 
How does place shape us? 

What if we dislike those shapes, or feel dislocated from them? 
Could a critical reimagining be the key to combatting this? 

And by reimagining our places, might we reshape our world? 

 

Accompanying these questions came the important ethical question: how can this reimagining become a 

shared process? Whilst it was all well and good for me to sit in my staffroom and grumble that I was 

preparing my students for an industry that did not exist – at least locally – and that I couldn’t get along to a 

modestly-priced independent production without first spending over a thousand dollars on travel and 

accommodation, my extremely pessimistic view of what the region wanted and was capable of was only 

contributing to the problem. In reflecting on my attitudes to the demographically comparable cities of 

Townsville and Cairns, I determined that it was unreasonable and unethical for me to impose my own 

jadedness on others who may take great joy in what their region has to offer.  

 

My thinking to this effect was solidified in the reading of Dr Christine Sinclair’s 1998 Masters Thesis, Noble 

Stories: a study of community, stories and theatre. Sinclair’s ethnographic study of the Rockhampton 

meatworks struck me as powerful for a number of reasons: first and foremost, it was the only piece of 

theatre research I could find that was specific to the Rockhampton context. When she wrote of her 

experience that ‘the T word was a culturally loaded concept, and that the non-theatre community resisted 

engaging in her theatre project because they were “not into that kind of stuff”’ (Sinclair 1998, pp. 125), I felt 

seen. 

Theatre, the ‘t’ word, was a culturally loaded concept for the Rockhampton community. The local amateur theatre 
community were resistant… because of my status as an outsider. The non-theatre community resisted precisely 

because it was theatre and “they’re not into that kind of stuff. 
(ibid.) 

 

I poured through her field notes, marvelling at the similarity of our experiences despite being two decades 

removed. Having grown up in the region and left for a career in Melbourne, Sinclair spoke of local 

resentment and mistrust of the cultural imperialism of the south. She described her greatest asset as being 

her status as a ‘lapsed community member’ (ibid., pp. 40), which created significantly more inroads in the 

local community than her extensive experience as a professional practitioner. At the time, this contributed 

to my growing belief that to engage in theatre practice in Rockhampton (and now I am quite sure this 

applies to many other regional contexts) is to engage with people first and ‘the T word’ second. To make 

new work in the region that would have any chance of expanding local theatrical milieu, I would need to 

engage with them on their own terms and in a cultural language that was mutually scrutable. Again, Sinclair 

laid this foundation for me, reflecting that:  

I could only offer, I could demand nothing, because from their perspective, I had nothing they wanted or needed 
(ibid., pp. 124). 

 

This led me to the underpinning principle that would guide my process to come. To reconceptualise my 

practice to engage communities in reimagining place, I would need to frame the process as a gift. 

They shipped us off 
In tiny boxes 



Of empty promises 
Into the rift. 

Now Rockhampton is empty 
Her bones picked clean 

Remember our story 
It is our gift. 

(Rockpocalypse playtext, CHORUS, Act 1, Scene 1) 

 

Themes of obligation, generosity, status and power dominate writing on the gift, which has been invoked as 

a metaphoric construct to explore a variety of questions throughout philosophy, literary theory, politics, 

economics, and creative expression. The voluntary divestment of oneself to the gain of another serves as its 

fundamental premise, with the conditional consensus among academics being that the donor receives some 

kind of benefit through the ‘exchange’.  

 

…the thing given is not inactive. Invested with life, often possessing individuality, it seeks to return to… its ‘place of 
origin’ or to produce, on behalf of the clan and the native soil from which it sprang, an equivalent to replace it… The 
institution… does not merely carry with it the obligation to reciprocate presents received (but also) the obligation, on 

the one hand, to give presents, and on the other, to receive them. 
(Mauss 2002 [1925], pp. 16 – 17) 

The transformation of any given kind of capital into symbolic capital, a legitimate possession grounded in the nature 
of its possessor, is the fundamental operation of social alchemy (the paradigm of which is gift exchange). 

(Bourdieu 1990, pp. 129) 
…commodity exchange establishes a relationship between the objects exchanged, whereas gift exchange establishes 

a relationship between the subjects. 
(Gregory 2015, pp. 14) 

 

This is imagined variously as a complex of obligations (Mauss 1925); the accrual of symbolic capital 

(Bourdieu 1990); and relationship creation between subjects (Gregory 2015). Much of the modern literature 

surrounding gift theory can be seen to originate from Mauss’ seminal study of ‘agonistic’ or competitive 

systems of gift exchange in Melanesia and Polynesia. Mauss’ original description of obligation is discussed 

through the interrelatedness of three elements: the obligation to give, the obligation to receive and the 

obligation to reciprocate, which he identifies as core tenets to social cohesion in the communities studied. 

To the property gifted, Mauss ascribes the retained spiritual energy of the gifter, which he describes using 

the Maori term, hau. Mauss sees this spiritual energy as self-returning, assuring the eventual reciprocation 

of the gift given. This principle is echoed in Bourdieu’s practice theory through the concept of ‘symbolic 

properties’, which he describes as the alchemic by-product of the gifting process. To Bourdieu, the 

signification of exchange as gift produces an inverse power/status relationship between the gifter and the 

recipient, as the relinquishing of physical capital engenders a symbolic debt in the recipient, to the direct 

credit of the giver. In this way, Bourdieu asserts that the act of giving is reinforced as a mutually-beneficial 

practice. These models, though certainly prolific, share the flaw of bilateralism.  

 

In both, the gifter and recipient risk being intertwined in an ongoing feedback loop of one-upmanship. In 

such an agonistic exchange, the pitfalls of the gift as a theory to cultural and creative exchange emerge. This 

is expressed by Friere, who characterises the gift as an oppressive, colonising force. He asserts the 

impossibility of freedom, independence, liberation, education and dialogue as gifts, arguing that to bestow 

these experiences as such is to undermine the critical consciousness of the beneficiary and nullify the truth 

of the experience, which can only be obtained through resistance and dialogical, co-authorship (2005 

[1970], pp. 47; pp. 65; pp. 67; pp. 72; pp. 93; pp. 137).  



 

This can be seen to share many similarities with applied theatre, where practitioners must tread carefully to 

navigate status and power and critically interrogate both the drive to give and their own investment within 

the process. Both Nicholson (2005) and Lea (2013; 2014) advocate for the ethical framing of applied theatre 

through the metaphor of the gift, which Lea describes as a “touchstone” for the evaluation of quality praxis 

(2014, pp. 12 – 14; pp. 30 – 31).  

 

These (research artefacts provided to the playwright) form more than a set of data. They are a gift passed on through 
time, place, and mortality… Positioning the data in this study as a gift then requires viewing this research as a process 

of gifting. This carries with it responsibilities including to give back and to share, creating a chain of gifting. 
(Lea 2013, pp. 198 – 199) 

 

Lea’s poetic approach, which positions practitioners as recipients of the ‘gift’ of research data, compels the 

artist to treat the translation from research to theatre as an act of transformative return, where the work 

produced might both reciprocate the initial gift and be passed on to others in a continuous ‘chain of gifting’ 

(2013, pp. 198 - 200). Nicholson, meanwhile, positions the gift more firmly as an analytical tool, citing the 

benefits of its application as a means of acknowledging both the selfless and selfish drives underpinning 

applied practice. 

 
The application of gift theory to applied drama is a way of acknowledging the positive attributes of empathy, 

generosity and care for others that characterises much good practice… (alongside the) … less positive characteristics 
of the gift such as self-interest or the system of debts and social obligations  

(2005, pp. 160) 

 

In the pursuit of a gift theory that might respond to these concerns, I happened upon two models that were 

non-reliant on bilateral, reciprocal constructs. I describe these as ‘contributive’ models, in that both situate 

the act of contribution as the central motivator to practice. These are Cixous’ ‘feminine gift’ (1997) and 

Hyde’s cyclical gift (1982; 1983). 

 

In the construction of her ‘feminine gift’, Cixous identifies two gifting types, which she characterises through 

the nature of the relationship the gift creates. Cixous argues that it is the intentionality of the gift (1997, pp. 

159) – which she defines in somewhat essentialist terms as being either ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’ – that 

enables its classification. In the context of a broader analysis of masculinity and femininity as constructs 

defined in relation to ‘the other’, she finds the ‘masculine gift’ to exist in agonistic opposition to other and 

the ‘feminine gift’ to exist in mutualism with other (1997 pp. 157 – 158). Where her masculine gift seeks 

satisfaction in the form of reciprocation and symbolic capital, the feminine gift interprets a return in the act 

of witnessing the fruits of the giving, finding satisfaction in supporting the other and contributing to their 

needs. Whilst the issue of gender obscures the core matter discussed and it is more helpful to refer to these 

gifts in terms of agonism and mutualism, it is the motivation towards the gift, as felt by the gifter, that 

proves most instructive to the issue of reciprocation in this context. From Cixous’ work, I developed the 

concept of receprocation – that is, reciprocation that takes the form of reception. Just as Cixous’ feminine 

gift finds return in contributing to the other, I wanted to find in my own framing of practice return in the 

gift’s acceptance.  

 



With gifts that are agents of change (such as works of applied theatre), it is only when the gift has worked in us… 
that we can give it away again. Passing the gift along is the act of gratitude that finishes the labor. The 

transformation is not accomplished until we have the power to give the gift on our own terms. 
(Hyde in Lea 2013; pp. 199) 

 

Hyde’s cyclical form acknowledges those gifts which are less clearly returned, such as art (1983, pp. 49 – 50). 

This concept, which involves the recipient reciprocating the gift by keeping it in ‘motion’ to another (Hyde 

1983, pp. 99 – 100) rather than back to the gifter, creates a complex of relational gifting and forms the 

foundation of Lea’s gifting poetics.  

 

Hyde’s assertion that the gift must first ‘work in us’ reveals a further consideration; that for the gift to be 

accepted, transformed, and recirculated, it must first be discernible to and resonant with the recipient. 

Simply put, if you’re going to gift someone a snake, best to check that your intended recipient is both snake-

savvy and pro-snake, first. Our own tendencies to extoll the gift of theatre are, after all, only one 

interpretation. Within the context of the Rockpocalypse research project, ‘the T word’ was an anaconda in a 

room full of snake-phobics, leading me to pursue a theatre-like ‘non-theatre’ in my process design.  

 
Welcome to Rockpocalypse 

A game 
A suggestion 

A way of revealing 
A lie that tells the truth. 

(Rockpocalypse playtext, MELALEUCA, Act 1, Scene 1) 
 

The integrative games/theatre praxis underpinning this practice-led research is both rich and complex, 

producing a number of creative outputs that might be characterised as gifts. These include gifts to 

community in the form of artistic processes and artefacts, and receprocal gifts from community in the form 

of collectively developed narratives and roles. Throughout the development of each output, the principles of 

the gift – particularly intentionality to other, receprocation and transformation – have provided a crucial 

ethical guide, reinforcing the values of consent and mutualism (Cixous 1997). In concurrence with Lea’s 

position that the applied theatre practitioner might transform and ‘pass on’ the gifts given to them by 

leaving dialogic space for future renderings (2014, pp. 30), I have designed this process with motion of the 

gift in mind (Hyde 1982), which in this context can be diagrammed thusly: 

RPG -> Gameplay -> Playtext -> Future Renderings -> 

  translated to     translated to  translated to   gift in motion 

As ever-evolving, culturally-bound constructs of voluntary, agentic and enjoyable action, play-as-game and 

play-as-theatre maintain many similarities. Both employ similar role-distance to protect percipients, create 

porous liminal spaces removed from the primary framework of reality, and support a transformational, 

contextually-shaped relativism of meaning making through signification. Looking more specifically to 

roleplaying games and applied theatre, the similarities become even more striking. Within the field of game 

studies, a growing tradition of live-action RPGs and experiences that seek to address concerns beyond form 

can be observed, invoking a strong sense of déjà vu for applied theatre practitioners. Nordic Larp – a form of 

live-action roleplay popularised in that geographical region – is a practice involving the application of game 

(and occasionally theatre-like) structures to achieve ‘critical’ outcomes, often with a view towards social 

and/or political engagement and activism. Dedicated to delivering ‘co-created, immersive experiences’ 

(Stenros 2014, pp. 151), practitioners of Nordic Larp resist concrete definitions of form, instead finding 

commonality through shared discourse (ibid. pp. 149). An applied theatre practitioner could be forgiven for 



mistaking this praxis for their own, given the forms share such clear resemblances. Prominent game studies 

theorist Ericsson observes: 

…(T)he structural similarities between ritual drama and live action role-play are quite evident, even if one cannot 
claim an unbroken lineage of any sort. 

(2004, pp. 18) 

 

Within the roleplaying context and in the broader gaming community, however, there is still a significant 

sense that roleplay is not quite a theatrical beast, though it may often find itself analogised through the 

language of performance, with the vernacular of ‘scenes’ and ‘character development’ recurring. The 

manipulation of structures of freedom and control distinguish the world of the RPG, both limiting and 

promoting player agency through the cultivation of the ‘lusory attitude’ (Suits 1987, pp. 35 – 36). Described 

as the joyful acceptance of counter-productive limits to the achievement of the game objective (Harviainen 

2012, pp. 508), the lusory attitude is cultivated by rules and other game structures and is an acceptance of 

the inefficiencies of the ‘not-work’ (Turner 1982) act of play. Through limiting the extent of allowable action, 

players are challenged to engage in creative and critical problem solving, producing novel responses to 

seemingly simplistic tasks. This is a powerful dramaturgical tool for the applied theatre practitioner, as it 

produces in theatre atypical percipients an invested engagement in the creative practice, recentering them 

as drivers of dramatic action. Further, lusory experience design critically addresses barriers to engagement 

perceived by theatre adverse and ambivalent percipients, including experiences of exclusion from culturally 

elitist structures and concerns that they may not understand or enjoy the dramatic form. Through the 

liberating clarity of the game, with its clearly defined rules and recognisable conventions, the hesitant 

percipient is more effectively positioned to become an engaged player, empowered to produce 

transformation through a manipulation of the more familiar (and less culturally-loaded) form. This enriches 

creative praxis, as heightened dialogisms between percipient/percipient and percipient/practitioner 

facilitate the creation of representative reimaginings, whilst community contributions extend beyond 

content to include aesthetic offers of form. 

PLAYER 2  There are lots of different roles in an RPG. You have your GM – Game Master 
– who narrates the action and controls the NPCs… Non-Player Characters… 
Then you have players like Doctor Useless over there… 

PLAYER 1 /Alex Tans! 
PLAYER 2 …who like to complicate things by playing narrative over objective.  
PLAYER 1 That’s the whole point of RPG! If you want objective, go play monopoly! 

(Rockpocalypse playtext, Act 1, Scene 4) 

 

In designing the Rockpocalypse roleplaying game, I first looked to models that were popular within my 

target demographic of Rockhampton’s gaming community, considering how I might manipulate deliberate 

inefficiencies in order to engage the fun-producing ‘lusory attitude’. My goal was to develop a game whose 

narrative outcomes (gameplay) could be successfully recoded to the language of theatre (playtext) – 

providing roles, relationships and situations for future dramaturgical analysis – whilst retaining its 

recognisability as a game. To support the ethical aims of the research, I determined that a cooperative (co-

op) game model, rather than a zero-sum model, would be most appropriate in supporting a process of 

collective narrativisation, and narrowed my research scope accordingly. Whilst I identified that the well-

recognised co-op game series, How to Host a Murder (Johnson et. al. 1985), employed clearly defined rules 

and objectives whilst sharing many similarities with theatre, the lack of player agency in developing and 

directing the narrative revealed another non-negotiable design specification: in order for percipients to 

agentically engage with the dramatic question through the game (and in order to leave sufficient dialogic 

space for the gift to be successfully receprocated), the game structure must support open narrative-

building.  



 

As a result, all game objectives would need to be made more abstract in order to accommodate the breadth 

of potential player responses. After confirming the above specifications, I looked to popular co-op models 

which accommodated open narrative-building to varying extents – including Dungeons and Dragons (Sims 

et. al. 2015), GURPS (Jackson 2004) and Fate (Balsera et. al. 2013) – as well as traditions of practice within 

the applied theatre field – including process drama, community-based theatre and theatre of the oppressed 

– as structural models for the development of the Rockpocalypse RPG. In designing the premise of the 

game, I employed the popular dystopian trope of the apocalypse for its wide appeal and distancing 

potential. As the applied theatre goal was for players to reimagine the primary framework of Rockhampton, 

the dramatic frame needed to present a non-geographical abstraction from the real context in order to 

protect players and provide fertile ground for reimagining. This was achieved through the incorporation of a 

‘tear in time’ as narrative device. The immersive gameplay at the core of the rekeying process then acquired 

further keyed ‘laminations’ (Goffman 1986, pp. 82), as players would navigate the fictional context both in 

the present and potential, co-constructed future. These navigations are evident in the game’s premise, 

which alludes to the realities of the fictional present; the fictional, potential future; and the actual present.  

 

Before enrolling players in this abstraction, I chose to pre-signal to them the dramatic question. A brief, 

paper-based survey inspired by Dimensions of Community Identity (Puddifoot 1995; Puddifoot 2003) and a 

Psychological Sense of Community scale (Jason et. al. 2015) was administered, encouraging respondents to 

critically interrogate their own relationships to place. As well as engaging percipients out-of-role with the 

dramatic question, this design choice contributed a further layer of player protection. I wanted to ensure 

that the perspectives of all players could be safely explored. This meant finding a way of preventing players 

with more passionate perspectives from dominating the narrative through their contributions, whilst 

simultaneously provoking those with more moderate responses to embrace their own agency and actively 

contribute to the narrative. The mechanism I employed to achieve this was that of the character-specific 

limitation. Following administration of the survey, player responses were collected and analysed using a 

metric for classification into character traits.  

 

Players with particularly strong responses to the questions posed throughout the survey (be these positive 

or negative) received character-specific limitations that would hinder their character’s ability to dominate 

the narrative in its early stages. Players with more temperate readings of place were challenged to explore 

stronger positions through role, as they responded to a greater variety of question types. For example, a 

player with a particularly negative impression of place was limited in the nature of questions they could 

answer, responding only to questions pertaining to their choice to remain after the exodus event. As this 

player would be characterised as having been physically prevented from leaving the region, they would 

retain ample scope to weave compelling narrative material within the confines of the game structure. 

Players demonstrating greater ambivalence to place, meanwhile, could respond to any type of question 

posed to them. The only limitation they were faced with was the fact that their character did not observe 

the actual exodus event. This both limited and freed the player, as they were challenged to respond to a 

broad range of undirected inquiry, but free from the pressure of resolving the narrative objective.  

 

With regards to the structural game design, it was necessary to acknowledge the complexity of embarking 

on such a task as a novice. In seeking to explore the different approaches to achieving the lusory attitude, 

my initial design comprised of multiple phases of play bearing varying mechanics. The crucial narrative-

building component of the game (phase one) was simply realised through the use of the aforementioned 



character-specific limitations, open-ended pretexts, the ‘hot seating’ convention (Neelands & Goode 2006, 

pp. 32), and an abstract objective. In my goal to reproduce structures that would rekey the work as a 

recognisable game, I designed a subsequent skills and resource management system for use throughout 

phase two. However, this would ultimately prove unnecessary to both the game’s reception (players readily 

accepted the first phase of play as a game without question) and its success in engaging theatre adverse and 

ambivalent percipients in theatre-like activity. It then follows that clear and simple rules (such as character-

specific limitations and turn limits), compelling, open-ended pretexts and a recognisable objective can 

provide an applied theatre practitioner with a sufficiently workable repertoire to reconceptualise and 

reframe practice through an integrative games/theatre praxis. 

 

The Rockpocalypse RPG was administered to three groups, with two experienced player groups being 

recruited through the Capricorn Tabletop Guild, and one novice group being recruited through public 

advertising at The Saleyards Hotel. Play sessions were capped at two-hours each, with an additional half 

hour allowed for orientation and debrief. So that they might be empowered to exercise informed consent, 

only players over the age of 18 years were engaged. At the conclusion of each play session, players were 

asked to fill out a brief survey responding to their experience. As hypothesised, players responded positively 

to the change in framing from more traditional theatre modes to the roleplaying game, which enabled them 

to forestall their reservations and readily accept it’s demystified social contract.  

 

Whilst it is important to note that the following data have been gathered from a small respondent pool of 

nineteen, and thus cannot be claimed as a deeply representative sample, there is an initial response data 

trend in favour of the integrative praxis employed. Of the three groups of players engaged in the game, a 

significant proportion reported attending live theatre very infrequently (47%), and a total of 48% of 

respondents indicated uncertainty or resistance to the prospect of participating as theatre creators. As they 

willingly contributed to the creative development of this work of theatre, I conclude that the reframing of 

the process through the discernible gift of the game (as opposed to the indiscernible gift of theatre) has 

been a methodological success in promoting agentic engagement of these particular participants. Pleasingly 

resounding were players’ responses of preference to the process, with 79% of respondents finding the 

Rockpocalypse process to be preferable (42%) or very preferable (37%) to more traditional theatre 

engagement methods. The potential of this process to build new audiences was also indicated, as 74% of 

players reported feeling more (32%) or much more (42%) inclined to attend the Rockpocalypse theatre 

production as a result of their participation, with a total of 79% reporting they are likely (37%) or very likely 

(42%) to attend the show later this year. 

 

From a dramaturgical perspective, the process has also proved highly successful, as the roles and scenarios 

developed by players across the three sessions provided ample material for translation into the subsequent 

playtext. Across each play session, groups concluded play with a statement of the exodus cause. 

Interestingly, whilst each narrative solution evolved independently, and group members were not known to 

each other, common themes of environmental concern and mistrust of the academy emerged across the 

responses produced. 

 

Following the successful research collection process, I began the process of (re)framing the ‘un-theatred’ 

performance text of the game, translating and contributing to the spirit of the receprocal gift through the 

artistic overlay of the theatrical form. I identified a number of qualities from the Rockpocalypse RPG that I 



wanted to retain within my own theatrical receprocation and movement of the gift. In addition to 

presenting a translated interpretation of the narrative content, I wanted the work to be self-reflexive, 

signalling the mechanisms of its own creation. Inspired by the internal brackets manipulated throughout the 

game – where players would frequently exit role to clarify rules and objectives, discuss information gathered 

and debate tactical approaches – I pursued a structure that could easily accommodate shifts between 

narrative and liminal space.  

 

I also sought to retain the parred-back aesthetic of the RPG (where characters were conveyed simply 

through the manipulation of language and use of player-selected costume signifiers). This both appealed to 

my own aesthetic sensibilities and provided a further layer of responsiveness within the performance 

context (as the use of signifiers and transformative set could empower a regionally-based director and cast 

to achieve the intended effects even with limited resources). 

 

PLAYER 3 You have the rule book. 
PLAYER 1 But I haven’t read it all. 
PLAYER 3 We’ll go slow. 
PLAYER 1 It’s a new game. I don’t even know how it’s supposed to end  
PLAYER 3 Good. Perfect, even.   

    I’m bloody sick of being told how things are s’posed to go. 
(Rockpocalypse playtext, Act 2, Scene 6) 

 

Ultimately, seven drafts of the script would be developed, with three being submitted to Mark Svendsen for 

consideration of character, congruency, narrative logic and affective impact. Himself a highly accomplished 

author and local to the region, Svendsen’s background in historical and young adult fiction provided a 

valuable point of difference to my own practice, which to this point has remained firmly grounded in 

theatre-in-education. His interrogation of the work and choices I initially felt were self-evident crucially 

challenged me as a writer. This mentorship and generous investment of time emerged as a wonderful, 

though unexpected, continuation of the gift in motion, building my own capacity as a playwright and 

contributing to the impact of the extended gift of the play.  

 

Unbeknownst to me at the outset of this research, what would evolve from this process would be a work of 

socio-political theatre exploring community-identified themes of environmental degradation, isolation, 

corruption and catastrophe. Set in the months preceding a human-instigated environmental disaster, the 

work evokes current events of critical importance to the Central Queensland region – echoing local 

perspectives of Adani, the cultural and political imperialism of the South and regional concerns surrounding 

the current instability of Australia’s political leadership – through the safe distance of the fictional 

apocalypse. The play is metatheatrically earthed to process, reflecting the locally-driven reality of its 

substance. It presents an invitation: not to any didactic perspective or singular course of action, but rather 

to a critical community inquiry of place, asking how we as residents might shape and re-shape our regions. 
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